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Who We Are

Chris Palmquist - President & CEO

Kirik Jenness - Chairman of the Board

Rung Wutsri - Data Entry Lead

Mike Neva - Customer Support & Data Research



Company Facts

- The Official Records Keeper for MMA results, suspensions, and national 
MMA IDs for the ABC since 2008.

- The official media rankings provider and system administrator for the UFC, 
Bellator, & BKFC.

- The official in-bout live stats provider for BKFC & Invicta FC. 



Year in Review - Expansion

- Although the Official Records Keeper for MMA, but now accepts and 
records all official data from any athletic commission for any combat 
sport

- Bouts and suspensions identified by sport type

- Athlete fight history broken down by sport

- Maintain athlete’s record in each sport (if applicable), but also link to 
BoxRec for crossover athletes



Year in Review - Updates

- Created advanced athlete search tool for promoters and commissions

- Created ‘warning’ flag system to identify athletes that may require closer review in 
matchmaking (Greg’s list)



Year in Review - Updates (cont.)

- Created modified National MMA ID card for athletes under the age of 18.



Statistics - Official Events



Statistics - Official Bouts



Statistics - Bouts / Event



Future Updates

-Create designation of ‘Supervised’ for events and bouts which are overseen by a 
sanctioning body, but not an athletic commission. Fills the gap between Official and 
Non-regulated bouts.

-A robust set of tools for promoters to maintain their roster, define champions, and access 
to advanced fighter search (in progress)

-Create generated ‘bout sheet’ for fight night for promoters and commission

We are always working towards creating a better, more functional system 
focused on athletic commission users. However, we do want to also 
continue making the system better for the promoters and sanctioning 
bodies who also use the system.
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